
 

 
Cameron McKinnon – Moneyball 

CARRINGTON STKS – HOLYFIELD – Race 8 No.11 (Randwick) 
Won well two starts back at this track and distance before just going 
down last week in the Magic Millions Cup. Gets way down in the 
weights and is an attractive price. 
BEST – YIYI – Race 9 No.5 (Randwick) 
Turned in a super run first-up and he will only improve for having the 
effort. Drawn wide but has Kerrin McEvoy on board to negate that. 
Looks hard to beat. 
VALUE – CHARMMEBABY – Race 8 No.8 (Randwick) 
Wouldn’t surprise to see Charmmebaby run a race at big odds in the 
feature, so we’ll play on an each-way basis. Listed winner two back 
before a second to Kubrick last time out. 
LAY – JUNGLE BOOK – Race 5 No.2 (Randwick) 
Thought he had every chance last time out behind Travest and strikes 
a tougher race on Saturday. In a deep race, we’ll take on Jungle Book 
at the short odds. 
BACKED – YULONG COMMAND – Race 5 No.2 (The Valley) 
Has turned in good performances behind handy horses at his past two 
starts and the punters think he breaks through here. Has been $2.60 
into $2.20 with us. 
 
 

 
Scott Brooks – Sportsbet 

CARRINGTON STKS – HOLYFIELD – Race 8 No.11 (Randwick) 
Went a whisker from winning last week at the Gold Coast behind 
Eleven Eleven but can go one better here. Won’t know himself way 
down in the weights. 
BEST – SALINA DREAMING – Race 7 No.7 (Randwick) 
Handy mare from the Angela Davies yard that flies fresh and can 
prove tough to beat here. In a race that lacks depth, she’s the one they 
have to beat. 
VALUE – KAAPFEVER – Race  No.8 (Flemington) 
Forgive run last start when not much went his way. Rock hard fit now 
and the prospect of a wet track would be in his favour. Can run a race 
at juicy odds. 
LAY – THROUGH THE CRACKS – Race 8 No.13 (Randwick) 
Talented galloper but his get back and run on racing pattern can often 
be to his detriment. In an open race, we’ll take on Through The Cracks 
as favourite. 
BACKED – YULONG COMMAND – Race 5 No.2 (The Valley) 
Speedster that goes well around The Valley and the punters are keen 
to be with him. We opened with $2.60 on Wednesday and that quote 
has been crunched into $2.20. 
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Joshua Bell – Ladbrokes  

CARRINGTON STKS – LOOKS LIKE ELVIS – Race 8 No.6 
Was dominant when winning at Pakenham two back and ran into one 
better at headquarters in the Listed Chester Manifold. Has an excellent 
record at this distance and represents good value. 
BEST – YULONG COMMAND – Race 5 No.2 (The Valley) 
Has been placed in his last four in a row including a win over the short 
course at The Valley three back. Has run into a couple of smart ones 
in Scorched Earth and Enthaar recently but looks well placed here. 
VALUE – CURRAN – Race 8 No.1 (The Valley) 
This is the easiest race that Curran has contested in some time having 
been consistent in black type races at his last four in a row dating back 
to the spring. The apprentice will give some weight relief. 
LAY – KIPSBAY – Race 5 No.11 (Doomben) 
Yet to break through for a win in three starts including his last start at 
in a maiden at Canterbury. His recent trial was full of merit but I can’t 
have him as short as his current quote in a race of this quality. 
BACKED – SILENT IMPACT – Race 1 No.4 (Randwick) 
Punters have launched into the Gai Waterhouse and Adrian Bott-
trained Silent Impact in the opening race of the day at Randwick. He 
opened $4.20 but was quickly backed into $2.60. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Liam Clancey – Pointsbet 

CARRINGTON STKS – PURPLE SECTOR–Race 8 No.2 (Randwick) 
Both runs back from a spell have been excellent, after an average 
autumn preparation. Should get a lovely trail in behind the speed and 
be very hard to hold out. 
BEST – MARIMENKO – Race 6 No.9 (The Valley) 
Showed good ability in his first preparation in Australia. Some of these 
have a fitness edge over him, but he has a heap of upside and can win 
this on his way to better races. 
VALUE – REAL PEACE – Race 5 No.9 (Randwick) 
Had no luck at his first two runs this time in and raced like he was 
looking for the 1800m last start. Gets in well with 52.5kg and should 
get a gun run in what looks a very open Midway. 
LAY – AMITY GAL – Race 6 No.7 (Doomben) 
She was impressive winning her maiden on a heavy track. However, 
it’s a big jump in class here and more than happy to take her on at the 
short quote. 
BACKED – YULONG COMMAND – Race 5 No.2 (The Valley) 
We opened with $2.60 on Wednesday and a steady flow of money has 
seen him trim into $2.25. Shaping as a nasty result for us at The Valley 
on Saturday. 
 
 

 
Tristan Deluca - Playup 

CARRINGTON STKS – HOLYFIELD – Race 8 No.11 (Randwick) 
Continues to race above market expectation after narrowly missing last 
start. At peak fitness and won’t know himself carrying the 53kg. Expect 
another bold front running display. 
BEST – ON THE BOAT – Race 9 No.11 (The Valley) 
Lightly raced and never missed a place. The slight rise in class is 
offset by a 3kg weight drop. Drawn perfectly for an economical run and 
has major upside compared to most of his seasoned opposition. 
VALUE – O’MUDGEE – Race 10 No.2 (Randwick) 
Won in good time against a similar field last start. Now drawn for a 
softer run and drops back to 1400m. Will benefit from the 2kg 
allowance. 
LAY – DAQIANSWEET JUNIOR – Race 3 No.5 (The Valley) 
Fallen in by a half head its last three starts. Now the gelding rises in 
class and is untried at the 2500m. Not jumping in at the $2.30 currently 
on offer. 
BACKED – STARCASTER – Race 3 No.3 (The Valley) 
Found support as soon as markets opened. The $5.50 was quickly 
taken into $4.40, with punters hoping that the return to 2500m will reap 
rewards. 
 
 

 
Matthew Clingly – TopSport 

CARRINGTON STKS – THROUGH THE CRACKS – Race 8 No.13 
In a race that looks to have plenty of early speed engaged, liked the 
way he ran right through the line first-up. He generally improves 
second-up with a record of three wins from four starts. 
BEST – FROSTY MANGO – Race 6 No.2 (Doomben) 
Chased home the handy Starman last start at the Gold Coast but beat 
the rest of the field quite easily. Only has the one win but has never 
missed the quinella in five starts to date. 
VALUE – O‘MUDGEE – Race 10 No.2 (Randwick) 
Really charged from the tail of the field last start. Not as much speed 
engaged here but should still get a good run from the soft draw and be 
in the finish. 
LAY – MIX – Race 7 No.3 (Doomben) 
Is shooting for four wins on the trot. Gave them a gallop last start at 
Kilcoy. Doesn’t look as easy here and could get caught a bit wide in 
the run. Think he is under the odds at the moment. 
BACKED – TAMILAIDE – Race 2 No.4 (Doomben) 
Punters think his run last time in The Wave at the Gold Coast was the 
right form for this. Opened $2.20 and into $1.95 with us at the moment 
and looks like it could shorten further. 
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Matt Shean – BlueBet 

CARRINGTON STKS – THROUGH THE CRACKS – Race 8 No.13 
Does look well suited here off a strong return at Canterbury when 
clocking good splits. Has a great second-up record and the step to 
1400m is in his favour. He looks hard to hold out. 
BEST – SILENT IMPACT – Race 1 No.4 (Randwick) 
Class runner here coming off a strong first preparation. Trialled up 
strongly and maps strongly on a rail position that should favour those 
handy early. 
VALUE – LACKEEN – Race 9 No.7 (Randwick) 
His run last start was full of merit, having to be dragged back from the 
gate in a walking race. Settles handier here from the paint with Tim 
Clark and suited back out to the mile. 
LAY – JUNGLE BOOK – Race 5 No.2 (Randwick) 
Every possible chance last start and while he may be looking for 
further, meets a field of hardened gallopers. Think there are a few 
ahead of him so can lay as favourite. 
BACKED – MR BOND – Race 5 No.3 (Randwick) 
Some educated money for this galloper in the Midway, firming from the 
opening quote of $9 into $6.50. Looks well set-up now third-up coming 
through a stronger race and gets out to a suitable trip. 
 
 
 

 
Clint Wallis – Neds 

CARRINGTON STKS – THROUGH THE CRACKS – Race 8 No.13 
Got a long way back when resuming in the Christmas Classic at 
Canterbury, but still hit the line strongly. Has a near perfect second-up 
record with three wins from four attempts. 
BEST – YULONG COMMAND – Race 5 No.2 (The Valley) 
Placed in Listed grade two starts back behind Enthaar and was a good 
run again last time out behind Scorched Earth down the straight at 
Flemington. Expect him to be too speedy here. 
VALUE – INVINCIBLE JET – Race 6 No.10 (The Valley) 
Had a tough run first-up where he was wide throughout so was not a 
great surprise that he dropped out in the latter stages. Should be fitter 
again for his second-up run and does his best work over 1200m. 
LAY – VIREN – Race 5 No.6 (Randwick) 
Looked like finally breaking through for another win last time out when 
he hit the front but managed to be headed again and had to settle for 
second. Has only placed once in four tries at 1800m. 
BACKED – UNANIMOUS – Race 7 No.12 (The Valley) 
Has been a model of consistency this preparation, finishing no worse 
than fourth from seven runs. Looked a fraction unlucky list time out 
when second at Flemington - Jamie Kah jumps on board this week. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
James Thomas – Palmerbet  

CARRINGTON STKS – THROUGH THE CRACKS – Race 8 No.13 
Lovely return first-up to run third after settling last and he will take 
improvement from that. Has an excellent second-up record (4:3-0-0) 
and the extra 200m is ideal. 
BEST – SALINA DREAMING – Race 7 No.7 (Randwick) 
Smart mare with five wins from 11 starts and she gets the right 
conditions here first-up. Hugh Bowman can hunt up and hold a forward 
position from barrier one and she will prove very hard to run down. 
VALUE – ALEYSA’S DREAM – Race 8 No.8 (Doomben) 
Speedy type that should be able to cross from barrier seven and hold 
the lead. Senior jockey Jim Byrne takes the reins and if he can pinch 
some cheap sectionals, he will prove hard to run down. 
LAY – DUCHESS OF SAVOY – Race 1 No.5 (The Valley) 
Last start winner to break her maiden status but this looks tougher and 
she looks under the odds for mine. I’m expecting Unflinching to ping 
out the gates and hold the front and prove hard to get past. 
BACKED – YIYI – Race 9 No.5 (Randwick) 
Strong effort last start and he hit the line well. Punters were impressed 
with the run as well and backed him as soon as the market opened. 
Has been backed from $4 into $3.20. 
 

 
Matthew Steed – Bet365 

CARRINGTON STKS – PURPLE SECTOR – Race 8 No.2 
Love the way he has come back this time in and should be ready to 
peak here. Drawn to get a good run just off a solid tempo and think he 
can run well in what looks an even field. 
BEST – TOOMUCHTOBEAR – Race 6 No.4 (Randwick) 
Looks to be going well this time in and now gets out to what looks like 
his preferred distance. Drawn to get the gun run and looks very well 
placed in a field of not a lot of depth. Should prove hard to beat. 
VALUE – MORE SUNDAYS – Race 10 No.11 (Randwick) 
Always promised a lot and now starting to deliver on that earlier 
promise. Loved the way he attacked the line last start albeit off a fast 
pace and whilst this is no doubt harder, he gets the weight relief. 
LAY – THROUGH THE CRACKS – Race 8 No.13 (Randwick) 
His racing pattern is always a concern and will be giving some handy 
types a fair start. Happy to risk him on that score at the guarded odds 
that are currently on offer. 
BACKED – YULONG COMMAND – Race 5 No.2 (The Valley) 
Speedy gelding with an almost perfect record at this track from four 
starts and the punters have reacted here. He’s been $2.60 into $2.30 
since markets opened. 
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